RED NOLAND PRE-OWNED PRESENTS

Four Ways To Improve
Your Buying Experience
WHY YOU SHOULD TALK TO THE DEALER IN THE BEGINNING

1. A DEALER THAT CARES WILL LISTEN
To get what you want it is important to share with the dealer the
goals you want to achieve. The more you can tell her, the better
choices she will be able to provide you. Think about how you will use
the vehicle and what features are a must-have. Once that is
established the dealer will be able to provide you a selection of
vehicles to choose from that fit your lifestyle.

2. KNOWING YOU BUDGET ALLOWS CHOICES
Today it is much easier to know what kind of overall budget you can
afford before you ever look at a vehicle. When you how much you
can afford simply share that with the dealer. She will be able to
provide you a list of vehicles that fit within that payment range and
this will help you understand what you can buy for the money you
are comfortable spending.

3. GET PERSONLIZED OFFERS
Now that you have shared your vehicle goals and budget allowance
the dealer can give you personalized offers that hit the mark. Part of
improving your buying experience is only looking at vehicles that
give you peace of mind from the beginning. You won't have to spend
hours searching for the perfect vehicle, you will just have to pick the
one you like!

4. TEST DRIVE IT AND BUY IT
Since you picked from personalized offers that hit the mark for your
goals and budget it should be smooth driving from here. The only
thing left to do is make sure you like how the vehicle feels when you
are behind the wheel on the road. Be sure to take it for a real test
drive ( at least 20 minutes ) and get a good understanding of how it
can enhance your daily driving experience. If everything feels good
then buy with confidence and move forward with the purchase!
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